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00:00-00:29 [Interview shot of Malik] 

“Ever since I was a kid I always loved sports and then 

naturally playing sports I had   injuries. I remember I was 

about 13 I went to the physiotherapy for the first time and 

they did their whole magic, what I thought was magic, and 

they fixed me up made me better and I thought it was 

really cool. Watching sports as well I always saw athletes 

when they got hurt they always went down and whenever I 

was looking at that athlete I was watching the guy run on 

the field and like make them better, do that magic. So I 

wanted to be that guy that ran on the field and I knew Kin 

would be that path so pretty much from grade 8 I knew that 

I want to do Kinesiology - be that guy that runs on the 

field.” 

 

 

00:29-00:33 [University of Guelph-Humber logo onscreen] 

 

00:33-00:49 [Interview shot of Malik] 

“The University of Guelph-Humber played a huge part in me 

kind of getting to where I am right now. A big part of it is 

the placement... so I was actually at an event hosted by the 

University of Guelph-Humber about two years ago where I 

met the owner of SportSide Medical and then from there I 

met her and we kind of networked and I started my 

placement there.” 

 

 

00:49-1:03 [Shots of Malik conducting medical procedures] 

“When I completed my placement I got a job in the clinic 

and I've been working at the clinic ever since. For a Kin 

student thinking about taking our Kin program at the 

University of Guelph-Humber... really awesome 

experience. You're getting 240 hours of placement in the 

program…” 

 

1:03-1:07 [Interview shot of Malik] 



“…you get to work in a cadaver lab so it takes it from being 

just theoretical to actually working with… 

 

1:07-1:13 [Malik stretches out a patient] 

“…a body, when you graduate you get a degree and a 

diploma which kind of separates you from everyone else so 

when you're looking to go into the field… 

 

1:13-1:1:17 [Interview shot of Malik] 

“…you have all that experience behind you as well as your 

credentials. I love being close to the action…” 

 

1:17-1:32 [Shots of Malik Preparing for a big game] 

“…it's a lot of fun...like being sideline is definitely the best 

view and I get to go out there and do my part help the team 

out and win. It's nice to take somebody that's injured and 

worried about what's going on with their health and get 

them back to being better especially if it's an athlete letting 

them know that they'll be able to return to play and 

keep…” 

 

1:32-1:34 [Interview shot of Malik] 

“…competing is nice.” 

 

1:34-1:36 [Black screen] 

1:36-2:18 [Interview shot of Malik] 

“If I was stuck on a desert island and I could only take one 

album...probably would take "Dvsn" uh, definitely "SEPT. 

5TH" album... great album, saw them live twice...got real 

into my feels, so it was good. When I finished my last 

exam I went to work...I went back to the clinic. Top junk 

food? I can't answer that as a Kin student. Favourite athlete 

though? Geez I can't even think of one it's so weird maybe 

Bo Jackson because he played two sports...not for long but 

he played two sports. Les Mis...I can sing the whole thing, 

all three hours of it. Oh Beaver Tail, Beaver Tail, favourite 

junk food, final answer!” 
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